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We investigate the trace form tr : L ª K : x ¬ tr x2 of a finite GaloisL r K L r K
extension LrK. In particular, we study 2-extensions of degree F 16. Using some
reduction theorems, these results yield a classification of nearly all trace forms of
Galois extensions of degree F 31. Finally, we study the trace form of a cyclotomic
extension and of its maximal real subfield. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
If LrK is a finite, separable field extension we can associate to it the
 2 .trace form trace x . We want to investigate the trace form if LrK isL r K
a Galois extension with given Galois group. We will consider Galois
extensions of degree F 31 of arbitrary fields of characteristic / 2. We
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Let us fix some notations which will be used throughout this paper. Let
K be a field of characteristic / 2. As usual, K* denotes the multiplicative
2  .group of K and K* denotes the set of all squares of K*. Then W K
r .denotes the Witt ring of K and I K , r G 1, is the r th power of the
 .  .  w x.fundamental ideal I K of W K for a definition see 18 . Let a , . . . , a1 l
 :: l  :g K*. Then a , . . . , a s m 1, ya denotes the l-fold Pfister1 l iis1
 .form. For quadratic forms c , c 9 we write c , c 9 c ; c 9 if c and c 9
 .are isometric Witt equivalent . For m g N let m = c be the m-fold
orthogonal sum of c . Let LrK be a field extension. If c is a quadratic
form over K, then c denotes the lifting of c . Let c be a form over L.L
Then tr c denotes the Scharlau transfer of c with respect to LrK. WeL r K
 :  :  :write L , tr 1 for the trace form. Let l g L*. Then tr l isL r K L r K
 .called scaled trace form. dis LrK is the discriminant of the trace form.
 .  .The Brauer group of K is denoted Br K . Let a, b g K*. Then a, b
denotes the generalized quaternion algebra generated over K by i, j and
satisfying i2 s a, j2 s b, ij s yji. The Hasse invariant w c is defined by2
w c [ a , a g Br K , .  .2 i j
1Fi-jFn
 :where c , a , . . . , a is a diagonalization of c .1 n
 .Let LrK be a Galois extension then G LrK denotes its Galois group.
 .  .Let G ª G LrK be a surjective group homomorphism. Then LrK, G
denotes the associated embedding problem.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND REDUCTION THEOREMS
First we briefly want to summarize some known results on computing
trace forms of Galois extensions.
PROPOSITION 1. Let LrK be a Galois extension of degree 2 lm, m odd
and l G 0.
 : w x  :1. Then L , L : K = 1 , if the degree of LrK is odd.
w x  .2. Let L : K be e¨en. Then G LrK contains a cyclic 2-Sylow
 . 2  .subgroup if and only if dis LrK f K* . In this case G LrK has a normal
subgroup H of order m and for the fixed field F [ LH of H we ha¨e
 :  : lL , m = F and FrK is a cyclic extension of degree 2 . Further, there
’ .  .exists a unique quadratic subextension K a ; L and dis LrK '
2 l  .a mod K* . If 2 m ' 0 mod 4 then dis LrK is a sum of two squares.
l l .  :  :3. If L s K a , . . . , a has degree 2 o¨er K then L , 2 m’ ’1 l
 ::y a , . . . , ya .1 l
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4. The signature ¨alues of the trace form of a Galois extension of degree
n are either 0 or n.
w x w xFor a proof see 4, I.3.4 , or 10, Lemma 2 .
DEFINITION 1. Let c be a quadratic form over K and let G be a finite
group. Then c is called G-realizable if and only if there is a Galois
extension LrK with Galois group G and trace form isometric to c .
COROLLARY 1. Let c be a quadratic form o¨er K.
1. If G is a group of odd order, then c is G-realizable if and only if
 .  :c , ord G = 1 and G is a Galois group o¨er K.
 . l2. c is Z -realizable iff there exist elements a , . . . , a g K*, linearly2 1 l
2  l:  ::independent mod K* with c , 2 m y a , . . . , ya .1 l
From now on we can assume that c has even dimension G 4. Further,
the preceding proposition reduces our approach to the computation of
trace forms of cyclic extensions of degree 2 l if the field extension has
 .nonsquare discriminant. Part 2 of Proposition 1 generalizes as follows.
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a finite group of e¨en order 2 lm, m odd, and
let G be a 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Suppose G contains a normal subgroup of2
order m. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 2 lm o¨er K. Then c is
G-realizable if and only if there exists a Galois extension FrK with
 .1. G FrK , G ,2
 :2. c , m = F ,
 .3. the embedding problem FrK, G has a solution.
This result applies for example for abelian groups, groups with cyclic
2-Sylow subgroups, groups of order 4 p, p G 5 a prime, or if a 2-Sylow
 l.subgroup of G is the modular group M 2 , l G 4. The last assertion is
 w x.Wong's theorem see 13, Satz IV.3.5 . Next we consider decomposable
groups.
PROPOSITION 3. Let G , G be finite groups. Then the form c is1 2
G = G -realizable o¨er K iff there are Galois extensions L rK, L rK with1 2 1 2
 .  :  :L l L s K, G L rK , G , i s 1, 2, and c , L m L .1 2 i i 1 2
 :  :  :  :Proof. L l L s K gives L L , L m L , L m L .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
w xThe next lemma and its application appeared in 3, 4.3.1, 4.4.1 .
LEMMA 1. Let K be a field and c an n-dimensional form o¨er K. Let
LrK be a field extension of odd degree:
1. If n s 2 l and c is a l-fold Pfister form o¨er L then c is a l-fold
Pfister form o¨er K.
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2. If there exists some w o¨er L such that c , m = w for some oddL
m, then there exists some w9 o¨er K such that c , m = w9.
COROLLARY 2. Let LrK be a Galois extension of degree 2 lm, m odd.
 :Then L is di¨ isible by m; that is, there exists some c o¨er K of dimension
l  :2 such that L , m = c . Let F ; L be a fixed field of a 2-Sylow subgroup
 .  :of G LrK . If tr 1 is a Pfister form then so is c . In particular, c isL r F
similar to a Pfister form if a 2-Sylow subgroup is elementary abelian.
We can get some information on the invariants of the trace form from
the 2-rank of the Galois group.
 .DEFINITION 2. Let G be a finite group. Then the 2-rank rk G is the2
maximal number r such that G contains an abelian subgroup of exponent
2 and order 2 r.
 .We know, for example, rk G s 0 iff G has odd order. Further,2
 .rk G s 1 iff the 2-Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic or generalized2
quaternion groups.
PROPOSITION 4. Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group G.
 : r .  .  . 2Then L g I K , where r s rk G ; in particular, dis LrK g K* , if2
 .  :  .  .rk G G 2 and w L s 0 g Br K , if rk G G 3.2 2 2
 w x.Proof Compare 15, 5.25 . Let F be the fixed field of a subgroup
 . r  .  : r . wZr2Z , H ; G LrK . Then w [ tr 1 is in I F . By 2, TheoremL r F
rx  :  .3.3 L s tr w g I K .Fr K
 .  .  .  .Let W K s W K rW K be the reduced Witt ring, where W Kred tor tor
 .  .denotes the torsion part of W K . Recall that elements in W K arered
w xuniquely determined by its signature values. In 19, Section 5, Theorem 2
Scheiderer showed:
PROPOSITION 5. Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group G. If
 .  :  s.  .rk G s s then L s nr2 = c in W K , where c is an s-fold Pfister2 red
form. In particular, if K is Pythagorean that is, any sum of squares in K is a
.square in K then any trace form of a Galois extension is a multiple of some
 .Pfister form, since W K is either Zr2Z or is torsion-free when K is
Pythagorean.
Let us now consider abelian groups of 2-rank 2.
  ..PROPOSITION 6. Let LrK be an abelian 2-extension with rk G LrK2’ ’ .s 2. Then there are elements a, b g K* such that K a , b rK is a bi-
 .  .quadratic extension contained in LrK and such that a, y1 s 0 g Br K if
w xL : K / 4. We get
 :  .  .  . w x1. w L s a, b q ab, y1 g Br K if L : K s 4 and2
 :  .  . w x2. w L s a, b g Br K , if L : K G 8.2
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 .Proof. 2 There are cyclic subextensions K rK, K rK of LrK with1 2
w x  .K l K s K, L s K K and K : K G 4. Let d s dis K rK , i s 1, 2.1 2 1 2 1 i i
 .  .  .  :Then d , y1 s 0 g Br K . If d , y1 s 0 we get w L s1 2 2
w K : K xr22 ’ ’  . .  .  .  .  .d , y1 d s d , d g Br K . Since K a , b s K d , d ,’ ’1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .the result follows from 1 . If d , y1 s d d , y1 / 0 g Br K , then2 1 2
K rK is a quadratic extension. Then a ' d mod K*2 and we can set2 1’ .K s K b .2
Remark 1. Proposition 1 and Corollary 2 allow us to determine the
trace form of any Galois extension of degree 2 lm, m odd and l F 2. If we
have a cyclic 2-Sylow subgroup apply Proposition 1, otherwise Corollary 2.
We further need the following fact on Galois extensions.
PROPOSITION 7. Let LrK be a Galois extension and let a g L* y L*2 be
’ .an element of LrK such that L a rK is a Galois extension and
’ ’1 ª G L a rL ª G L a rK ª G LrK ª 1 . .  . .  .
’ .is a nonsplit extension. Then L ta rK is a Galois extension with Galois
’ ’  . .   . .group G L a rK , G L ta rK for any t g K*.
2 ’Proof. Assume t f L* . Since the group extension does not split L a ,
’ .t rK is a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic to
’ ’ ’ ’  . .   . .   . .   . .G L a rK = G K t rK . Let s g G L a rL , t g G K t rK
be elements of order 2. Choose a common prolongation r g
’ ’ ’  . .  .  :  :G L a , t rK of s and t . Then L ta is the fix field of r and r
’ ’  . .  .is a normal subgroup of G L a , t rK since r corresponds to s , t .
3. TRACE FORMS OF DEGREE 4
By Corollary 1 it remains to consider the cyclic group of order 4.
2 ’ .PROPOSITION 8. 1. Let D g K* y K* . Then K D rK is contained in
a cyclic field extension of degree 4 if and only if D is a sum of two squares in
2 2 ’ .’K. Let D s a q b , a, b g K. Then K q D q a D , q g K* is a .
parametrization of all cyclic extensions of degree 4 with discriminant D. We get
’  :’K q D q a D , 1, D , q , q . . ; /
2. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 4 o¨er K with discriminant
D g K*. Then c is a cyclic trace form if and only if D s a2 q b2 f K*2 and
 :c , 1, D, q, q for some a, b, q g K*.
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’ ’ .  .  .Proof. 1 Set F [ K D . Let F a rK, a g F* be a cyclic exten-
2’ ’ .   . .sion of degree 4. Then N D q a D s Db ' dis F a rK 'Fr K
2 y1 ’ .  .N a ' D mod K* . Using Hilbert 90 we get a D q a D x sFr K
 .y1  :  .bs b for some x g K*, b g F* with s s G FrK . Set q s
’ .  .’N b ? x. We easily obtain, that K q D q a D rK is a cyclic .Fr K
extension of degree 4.
2 2’ .  .’2 Let L s K q D q a D with a, b, q g K* and D s a q b . .
 :  :  :  :Since D, D , 1, 1 we get L , 1, D, q, q .
4. TRACE FORMS OF DEGREE 8
Up to isomorphism there are three abelian and two nonabelian groups
of order 8. In some cases we apply a formula of Serre to determine the
Hasse invariant of the trace form. To do this we first have to compute
some group extensions.
LEMMA 2. Consider the restriction map
res: H 2 S , Z ª H 2 G , Z , .  .d 2 2
where G is a subgroup of the symmetric group S of degree d s 2 l G 4.d
 :1. Let s be a cycle of length d and set G s s .
 .  . 2 .a Then res s is the unique nonzero element of H G, Z .4 2
 .Hence, res s corresponds to the exact sequence4
1 ª Z ª Z ª Z ª 1.2 8 4
 . lb The restriction map is tri¨ ial for all d s 2 G 8.
 .2. Let G s K A , Z = Z be the commutator subgroup of the4 2 2
 .alternating group A . Then res s corresponds to the quaternion group4 4
extension
1 ª Z ª Q ª Z = Z ª 1.2 8 2 2
 .3. If G , Q is the quaternion group of order 8, then res s s 0.8 8
4. Let G , D be a dihedral group of order 2n s 2 l G 8. Then2 n
 .res s s 0.2 n
& ÄProof. Let p : S ª S be the canonical projection. Let G be thed d& &
preimage of G in S under p . If g g S , then g g S denotes anÄd d d
arbitrary preimage of g.
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 . d r21 We know s s t ??? t with pairwise disjoint transposi-1 d r2
tions t g S . Since t t has order 4 for i / j, we get t t s vt t . ThisÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄi d i j i j j i
 .2 d r4  d r2 .gives t ??? t s v . Now the assertion follows from ord s sÄ Ä Ä1 d r2
 .  w x.ord t ??? t see 6, Lemma 3 .Ä Ä1 d r2
 .  w x.2 Follows immediately from the definition see also 20, Exemple .
 .  . .  .4 Let s s 1, . . . , n n q 1, . . . , 2n and t s 1, 2n 2, 2n y
.  .1 ??? n, n q 1 . Then
 :  < n 2 y1 y1:D , s , t , s , t s s t s id, tst s s .2 n
&
n 2 .  .As in 1 we get s s t s 1. Let s , s g D with p s sÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä1 2 2 n 1
 .  .  . y1 y11, . . . , n , p s s n q 1, . . . , 2n . Set s s s s . Then ts t s lsÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä2 1 2 1 2
 4 y1 y1 y1 y1for some l g 1, v . Hence tst s ls ts t s s .ÄÄÄ Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä2 2
 .The proof of 3 is left to the reader.
w xNow we apply Serre's cohomological trace formula 20 .
COROLLARY 3. Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group G and
 .dis LrK s D.
1. If G is cyclic of order 2 l G 8, then
 :w L s 2, D g Br K . .  .2
2. If G , Q , D , n s 2 l G 4, then8 2 n
2  :D g K* , w L s 0.2
 : 3 .Hence, L g I K .
 .3. If a 2-Sylow subgroup of G LrK is a generalized quaternion group
 : 3 .then L g I K .
 .  .Proof. 1 and 2 follow immediately from Lemma 2 and Proposition 1
since Q and D are not cyclic. Later on we give direct proofs of these8 2 n
 w x.results see 6, Lemma 3 .
 .  .3 G LrK contains a subgroup H , Q . Let F be the fixed field8
 : 3 .  .of H. Then tr 1 g I F by 2 . Now proceed as in the proof ofL r F
Proposition 4.
Next we consider trace forms of cyclic extensions of degree 8.
 .PROPOSITION 9. Let LrK be a cyclic extension of degree 4 with dis LrK
2 2’ .’s D. Set L s K q D q a D with a, b, q g K*, D s a q b . Then .
the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
1. LrK is contained in a cyclic extension of degree 8.
 :  .  .2. w L s 2, D g Br K .2
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 .  .  .3. 2, D q q, y1 s 0 g Br K .
4. y1 is a norm of LrK.
 :  :5. L , 2, 2 D, 1, 1 .
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of 2 , 3 , and 5 is a consequence of Proposi-
tion 8, since a trace form of dimension 4 represents 1. The equivalence of
 .  .  w x.1 and 4 is well known see 1 . We give three different proofs of the
 .  .equivalence of 1 and 3 . We want to point out that this result can be
proved with different methods. We give a proof which uses Serre's for-
mula, one using the theory of central simple algebras and one by direct
computation.
1. The first proof is based on Serre's cohomological trace formula.
 .   ..  .  :  . .This gives e* s s inf res s s 2, D q w L . By Lemma 2 1 a this4 4 2
 .  .  .is the obstruction to the embedding problem LrK, Z . Hence, 1 and 28
are equivalent.
’ .  .  .’2. 3 m 4 Let L s K q D q a D . Let LrK be a cyclic .
’ ’ . extension of degree 4. Set F s K D and d s D q a D . Then N aFr K
y1’ . .y D b s y1. Let
y1’ ::c s a y D b , qd . .
 .Now we determine the Hasse invariant of tr c . We get w tr c sFr K 2 Fr K
 .  .   .   .2 .  .2, D q q, y1 note that D, ab s D, 2 a q b y D s D, 2 g
 .. w xBr K . On the other hand, we know 2, Satz 4.18
y1’w tr c s cor a y D b , qd. . .2 Fr K Fr K
y y1 y’ w xs cor L, , a y D b s L, , y1 . .Fr K
 .  . w y xNow 2, D q q, y1 s 0 if and only if the cyclic algebra L, , y1 splits
 w x .if and only if y1 is a norm of LrK. For notations see 18, 8.12.3, 8.12.6 .
w x  .  .3. Kiming 14 proved the equivalence of 1 and 3 by an explicit
computation of the obstruction. We follow his ideas and give a direct proof
of this result. Let LrK be a cyclic extension of degree 4 with discriminant
D. Set
’ ’d [ D q a D , F [ K D . .
 :  .  .’Let s s G LrK , where s is the automorphism given by s qd s
y1’ ’qb D qd .
 .  . 2 2 4 « 3 Let a , b g F with qd s a q b . Then N aFr K
y1’ . .y D b s y1. By the assumption there is some g g F with
’a y D g
, qd s 0 g Br F . . /b s g .
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y1’ .  . ::Hence, the Pfister form c s a y D b gs g , qd splits. Thus
 .  .  .  .tr c ; 0 g W K , which gives w tr c s 2, D q q, y1 s 0.Fr K 2 Fr K
 .  .3 « 4 Since
2 2a q b 1 a y b 1’ ’d s q D q q D 1 . /  /2 2 2 2
 .  .  .  .and q, y1 s q, y1 q 2, D s 0 g Br F , there are some a , b g F
with
qd s a 2 q b 2 . 2 .
Now set
2 2 ’s D s D a y qd .  .’D [ qd q a qd g L, C [ s s y ,
b’b qd N D .’ L r F
C
A [ 1 q .
s C .
2 2 y1 2 3 .  .  .  . ’Then C s s D D , Cs C s y1 s s C s C , and D s yb qd ?
2 y1 . ’s C s yb qd C .
 . 2 . Suppose C s ys C . We get s C s C, which contradicts C s y a
y1.’y qd b f F. Thus A / 0. From
As A 1 1 s C .  .
0 / s q 1 q s ytr C g K , .L r K2 /  /C C s C s C .  .
 .   ..2we conclude N A s y tr C .L r K L r K
 .  .  .Claim. 2, D q q, y1 s 0 g Br K implies
a s a .
tr C s y2 q g N F* . .  .L r K Fr K /b s b .
 .  . Proof. From 1 and 2 we compute elements x, y g K with q s 1 q
2 . 2 2 .x y q Dz . We get
tr C , D s 2, D q tr as b , D .  .  . . .  .L r K Fr K
s q , y1 q tr as b , D .  . . .Fr K
s y2 q Dz 2 , y1 q tr as b , D . . .  .Fr K
s y2 q Dz 2 ? tr as b , D . . . . .Fr K
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An easy computation gives
2 2 2tr as b s y cb y a y D y q Dz . .  . .  . .Fr K
 .  .Now let g g F be an element with N g s tr C . Then y1 sFr K L r K
y1 .N Ag .L r K
PROPOSITION 10. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 8 o¨er K with
discriminant D g K*. Then c is a trace form of a cyclic extension if and only
if
1. D s a2 q b2 f K*2 for some a, b g K*,
 .  .  .2. D, 2 s q, y1 g Br K for some q g K* and
 :  :  ::3. c , 1, 1, 1, D H t m y 2, yD for some t g K*.
’ .Proof. Let LrK be a cyclic field extension of degree 8. Set F s K D
w xand let F be the unique subfield of LrK with F : K s 4. LrK is a1 1
 .solution of the embedding problem F rK, Z . From Proposition 9 we get1 8
 :  :  .  .F , 2, 2 D, 1, 1 and 2, D s q, y1 for some q g K*. Set L s1’ .F D . Then1
 :  :  :  :  :  :L , 2 m F H tr 2D , 1, 1, 1, D H t m w ,1 F r K1
 : .  :where w is a two-fold Pfister form with w w s w t m w s w L s2 2 2
 .2, D by Corollary 3.
Now let c be a quadratic form for which the assumption of the
’ .’proposition holds. By Proposition 9 K q D q a D rK is a cyclic .
extension of degree 4 which is contained in a cyclic extension LrK of
’ ’ .  .  :’degree 8. Set F s K q D q a D and L s F D . Then F , .1 1 1
 :2, 2 D, 1, 1 and
 :  :  :  ::L , 1, 1, 1, D H t9 m 2, D
’ .for some t9 g K*. By Proposition 7 F tt9D rK has the desired Galois1’  .:group. We already proved F tt9D , c .1
 :  .  wNow we prove w L s 2, D without Serre's trace formula see 5,2 ’x.  .14 . There is a tower of quadratic extensions K ; F s K D ; F s1
2 2’ ’ .  . ’K qd ; L s K tD with D s a q b , d s D q a D , q s 1 q
2 2 2 2 2 2 2’ ’. .  .  .x y q z D s yxy q x D q y q xz D , qd s a q b , D s qd
’q a qd , a, b, q, x, y, z g K, a , b , t g F*. Here we calculate a and b
from the given representation of q as a sum of two squares in F and from
2 2a q b 1 a y b 1’ ’d s q D q q D . /  /2 2 2 2
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 :  :  :As above we get L , 1, 1, 1, D H tr 2tD andF r K1
 :  :  :  :tr 2tD , tr 2t qd , 2t qd , 1, 1 m tr tF r K Fr K Fr K1
 :  :  :, 1, 1 m tr t m 1, N t , .  .Fr K Fr K
 .  :  :  :  .if tr t / 0. Otherwise tr 2tD , 1, 1 m 1, y1 and N tFr K F r K Fr K12  :  :' yD mod K* . Hence in both cases we get tr 2tD , t mF r K1
  .::  :   . .y 1, yN t for some t g K*. Thus w L s N t , y1 gFr K 2 Fr K
 .Br K .
2  : 2  .1. Case y1 g K* . Then w L s 0. Let z s y1. Then 2, D s2 4
 .z , D s 0 by Proposition 9.4
2. Case y1 g L*2 y K*2. Then D ' y1 mod K*2 which gives
 :  .w L s 0 s D, 2 .2
2  . y1  . 23. Case y1 f L* . Set j [ s t t . From j ' N t mod F*Fr K
we get
 :  :  :tr j m 2, 2 D , 2 m tr j : .Fr K Fr K
 :, 2 m tr N t : .Fr K Fr K
 :, N t m 1, D , : .Fr K
 .  . y1  .y1   . .since tr j s s t t q ts t / 0. It follows 2 ? tr j , yD sFr K Fr K
 :  :  .w L . Now we compute j modulo squares of F*. Let s s G LrK ,2 y1’ .’ ’where s is the automorphism given by s qd s qb D qd . Set
2 2 ’s D s D a y qd C .  .
C [ s s y , A [ 1 q .
b s C’  .b qd N D .’ L r F
2 2 y1 2 3 .  .  .  . ’Then C s s D D , Cs C s y1 s s C s C , and D s yb qd ?
2 y1 . ’s C s yb qd C .
 . 2 . Suppose C s ys C . We get s C s C, which contradicts C s y a
y1.’y qd b f F. Thus A / 0. Since
s t s D .  .
f [ g F12tD A
2 ’ .is invariant under s , it is an element of F. From L s K tD s
U 2 2 2 .’K s tD we get f g F . Suppose f f F* . Then f qd g F* ; hence, . 1
 . 2N f ' D f K* , which contradictsFr K
22s D C . y4
N f s s s tr C . .  . .Fr K Fr K2  /As A .D As A . .
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 . y1 2  .y1 2Hence, j s s t t ' D A s D mod F* and
2 2’D A b qd s C A .
j ' s
s D ’ . s b s qd C .  .
b d C s C .
s 1 q 1 q / /’s b s C C .  .b D
’b a q D
s ? tr A .F r F1s b b .
’b a q D 2 ’s bs b y as a q qb D .  . .
s b b bs b .  .
’a q D
2’' 2 bs b y as a q qb D mod F* . .  . .
b
 .  .  2 2 .  2 . 2 .We easily compute bs b y as a s y q z D ab x y 1 y 2 xb .
Hence
’a q D
2 2 2 2 2 ’j ' 2 y q z D ab x y 1 y 2 xb q x q 1 b D .  . .  .
b
22 2 2 2 2’s 2 y q z D ax y b q x D ' 2 y q z D mod F* . . .  . .
This gives
 : 2 2tr j , tr 2 y q z D , tr j , D ? tr j :  : .  . .Fr K Fr K Fr K Fr K
2 2  :  :, 2 y q z D m 2, 2 D , 1, D , : .
 : 2 2since 1, D represents y q z D / 0.
 :   . .  .  .We finally conclude w L s 2 ? tr j , yD s 2, yD s 2, D g2 Fr K
 .Br K .
PROPOSITION 11. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 8 o¨er K. Then
c is Z = Z -realizable iff there are elements a, D, q g K* such that2 4
1. a, D, aD f K*2 and D is a sum of two squares in K,
 :  ::  :  ::2. c , 2 m y D, ya H q m y 1, ya .
 .  .If c satisfies 1 ] 3 , then c is not similar to a Pfister form iff w c s2
 .a, D / 0.
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The trace forms of Galois extensions with Galois group D and Q have8 8
w xbeen determined in 3, Section 6, Exemple . Since there is no proof given
we consider these trace forms now.
PROPOSITION 12. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 8 o¨er K.
1. Then c is D -realizable if and only if there exists an element8
2  ::  :q g K* y K* with c , y 1, yq, yt for some t g K* and 1, q
represents more than two square classes.
 ::2. c is Q -realizable if and only if c , y 1, y1, t for some8
t g K*2 and Q is a Galois group o¨er K.8
Q appears as Galois group o¨er K iff there exist some a, b g K* with a, b,8
2  .  .  .ab f K* and a, b q ab, y1 s 0 g Br K .
Proof. Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group D or Q .8 8’ ’ .Then LrK contains a biquadratic extension field F s K a , b . Let
’ ’ .  .a g F with L s F a . We can assume that LrK ab is cyclic of degree
 .  . 2  :4. From Corollary 3 2 we get dis LrK g K* and w L s 0. Since2
 :  :  :  :L , 2 m F H tr a , .Fr K
 :  :the quadratic forms F and tr a have the same discriminant andFr K
w x  :  :Hasse invariant. By 18, 2.14.1 there is some t g K* with tr a , tFr K
 :  :  :  :  :  : m F , which gives L , 2 m 1, t m F , 2 m y t,
::ya, yb . Further LrK is a solution of the embedding problem
  ..FrK, G LrK .
 .  wLet G LrK , D . It is Galois-theoretic folklore see 12, Theorem8 ’x.  .  .3.10 that FrK , D has a solution LrK such that LrK ab is cyclic if8
 :  :  :  ::and only if a, b , 1, ab if and only if F , y 1, yab . Set
q s ab.
 . w xNow consider G LrK s Q . A result of Witt 22 implies, that the8
 .  .  .  .solvability of FrK , Q is equivalent to a, b q ab, y1 s 0 g Br K ,8
 :  :which is equivalent to 1, a, b, ab , 4 = 1 . This result can also be
 w x  ..obtained by trace form considerations see 20; 9; 7.7 ; use Lemma 2 3 .
This gives the necessary condition in both cases.
Now consider D again. We compute the trace form of an explicit8
polynomial. We will apply this method in the next section. A Galois
extension LrK with Galois group D is a splitting field of an irreducible8
 . 4 2 2  .polynomial f X s X q tX q b such that a [ t y 4b k dis f ' b k
2 2 2  .  .1 mod K* . We get a, b, ab g L* y K* and a, b s 0 g Br K . Hence,
’ :  :  .1, ab , a, b . Further, LrK ab is a cyclic extension with discrimi-
2’ .nant b ' a mod K ab * .
2 :  :Let t s 0. Then tr 1 , 1, b, 1, 1 and ab ' y1 mod K* ,’L r K  ab .
which gives
 :  :  :  ::L , 1, y1 m 1, 1, 1, b , 1, 1, 1 .
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w xNow consider t / 0. From 7, Theorem 1 we get
 :  :  : :w xK X r f , 1, a H y2 t m a, b .
 :  :  :, 1, a H y2 t m 1, ab
which gives
 :  :  :  :L , tr 1, a, yt , yt , 2, 2 ab m 1, a, yt , yt.’K  ab rK
 ::, y 1, yab, t .
 ::We now prove the sufficient condition. Let c , y 1, yq, yt . By
 :assumption there is some a g K* which is represented by 1, q such that
2  .q, a, aq f K* . Set b s aq. Then a, b s 0. Choose u, ¨ g K with
a s u2 y 4b¨ 2. Let u / 0. Set X 4 q tX 2 q b¨ 2 t 2 uy2 and let L be a
 :  .splitting field of f. We easily obtain L , c and G LrK , D . If8
2  .u s 0, then ab ' y1 mod K* and c ; 0 g W K . Then consider the
splitting field of X 4 q b.
Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group Q and let FrK be8’ .the biquadratic subextension of LrK. Then L s F a for some a g F*
2  :  :  ::y F* and tr a , q m y 1, y1 . The Galois group ofFr K
y1 .  ::’F tq a rK is isomorphic to Q and its trace form is y 1, y1, t .8
Let us denote some observation which we will use later.
 .Remark 2. Let LrK be a Galois extension of degree 8 with G LrK
 4g Z , D , Q and let F be an intermediate field of LrK such that FrK8 8 8 ’ .is a normal extension of degree 4. Let L s F a . Then the parameter
t g K* in Propositions 10 and 12 can be any element which is represented
 :  .  .by tr a . If tr a / 0, we can choose t s tr a . Otherwise weFr K Fr K Fr K
can take t s 1.
 :Proof. tr a is similar to a Pfister form.Fr K
5. TRACE FORMS OF DEGREE 16
There are 14 different groups of order 16, five of which are abelian. In
w x w x .12 we find a list of all these groups. See also 21 . We are not able to
compute the trace form of a cyclic extension of degree 16 and of an
extension with Galois group Q . If G is a noncyclic abelian group we can16
use the results of Sections 3 and 4 to classify the G-realizable forms. We
omit stating these results here.
First we determine trace forms of Galois extensions LrK with Galois
 .group D , the quasidihedral group QD and the modular group M 16 ,16 8
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each of order 16. We know
 8 2 y1 y1:D s s , t ¬ s s t s id, t st s s ,16
 8 2 y1 3:QD s s , t ¬ s s t s id, t st s s ,8
 8 2 y1 5:M 16 s s , t ¬ s s t s id, t st s s . .
 w x.Each of these groups contains an element of order 8 see 13, I.14.9 . Let
 .LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group G s G LrK g
  .4D , QD , M 16 . We have a tower of quadratic subextensions,16 8
2 4t , s : t , s : t :’K ; K [ K a [ L ; L \ K ; L \ K ; L. .1 2 3
s :’ ’ ’ .  .  .Set K b [ L . Then K b l K s K. Further LrK b is a cyclic3
2’ .extension of degree 8 with discriminant a ' ab mod K b * . Let a g K2’ ’ ’ .  . .be any element with K s K a . Then L s K b a . From Proposi-3 2 2
tion 10 and Remark 2 we know
 :  :  :  ::tr 1 , 1, 1, 1, ab H t m y 2, yab.’L r K  b
 :  :  ::, 1, 1, 1, a H t m y 2, ya
 .  .  .with t s 1 or t s tr a s tr a g K. Suppose G / M 16 .’ ’K  b .r K  b . K r K2 2
4 4 ’ :  :  .Then s is a normal subgroup of G with Gr s , D . From K b8 2
4s : ’ ’  . .  .s L we get G K b rK , D . Hence, K b rK is a solution of2 8 2’ ’ ’  . .  .the embedding problem K a , b rK, D , where FrK b is cyclic of8
w x  :  :order 4. From Proposition 3.10 in 12 we get a, ab , 1, b . Now
 w x.Frobenius reciprocity see 18, 2.5.6 gives
 :  :  :  :  ::L , 2, 2b m 1, 1, 1, ab H t m y 2, yab .
 ::, y 1, y1, yb, yt .
PROPOSITION 13. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 16 o¨er K. Let
 4G g D , QD . Then c is G-realizable if and only if there exist b, t g K*,16 8
b / y1 with
 ::1. c , y 1, y1, yb, yt ,
 . 22. b, b q 1, b b q 1 f K* , and
3. there is an element q g K* with
b q 1, 2 q q , yb s 0 g Br K , if G s D .  .  . 16
resp. b q 1, y2 q q , yb s 0 g Br K , if G s QD . .  .  . 8
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 .  .  .There exists some q g K* with b q 1, 2 q q, yb s 0 g Br K iff
X 2 y b q 1 X 2 y 2 X 2 y 2 b q 1 bX 2 s 0 .  .1 2 3 4
 .  .has a solution x , x , x , x g K with x , x / 0, 0 .1 2 3 4 1 2
w xProof. For the last assertion see 14, Theorem 6 . LrK is a solution of
’ .  .the embedding problem FrK, G with LrK b is cyclic. If G s D ,16
w x 2 w xapply 14, Theorem 6 . If y1 g K* we can also use 9, 7.11 . Hence,
 .  .  .  . 2 2a, ab s 0 s a, yb and a, 2 q q, yb s 0. We get a s x q by with
x, y g K*. Replace b by by2 xy2 and a by axy2. Now let G s QD . Then8
2’  ..  : w xG LrK a , t , s , D . Apply 14, Theorem 7 .8
PROPOSITION 14. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 16 o¨er K.
 .Then c is M 16 realizable if and only if there exist a, b, q, t g K* with
2  .  .1. a, b, ab f K* , a, y1 s 0 g Br K ,
 .  .  .2. a, 2b q q, y1 s 0 g Br K ,
 :  :  :  ::.3. c , 2, 2b m 1, 1, 1, a H t m y 2, ya .
 4 :  .Proof. Since s , t is a normal subgroup of M 16 with cyclic quo-
 . wtient we get a, y1 s 0. Use the same calculation as above and apply 12,
xTheorem 4.8.1 .
Let us now consider the two pullbacks
4 2 2 3w x w x :D ]Z s s , t , r s s t s r s 1, s , t s r , t s 1, sr s rs t8 4
and
4 4 y1 y1 :Q ]Z s s , t s s t s 1, t st s s .8 4
PROPOSITION 15. The quadratic form c o¨er K is D ]Z -realizable if8 4
and only if there are elements a, t, q g K*, a f K*2 such that
 ::1. c , y 1, ya, yt, yq and
 : 2  .2. 1, ya represents some b g K* with b, ab f K* and b, y1 s 0
 .g Br K .
 :  :Proof. Set G [ D ]Z . Then t eG with Gr t , D . Further8 4 8
w x 2 :H [ s , r , s r is a normal subgroup of G with cyclic quotient of order
4. Let NrK be a Galois extension with Galois group G. Set L [ Nt : and
H ’ ’ .F [ N . Then there are elements a, b g K* such that K a , b rK is a
2’ .biquadratic extension contained in L and K b s L l F. Hence, b s x
2 ’ . ’q y with x, y g K* and F s K q b q x b for some q g K* see .
’.  :  .Proposition 8 . Since H, t , Z = Z = Z the extension LrK b is2 2 2
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’ .  .not cyclic and we can assume that LrK ab is cyclic. Hence, a, b s 0
w xby Proposition 3.10 in 12 . L is a splitting field of an irreducible polyno-
4 2 w x 2  .mial f s X y tX q b g K X with a ' t y 4b k dis f ' b k 1 mod
2 w x  : K* . Now f is irreducible in F X . If t / 0 we get tr 1 , y a,Nr F
::y2 t , which implies
 :  ::  :  ::N , y a, y2 t m F , y 1, ya, yt , yq .
 :  .If t s 0, then N ; 0 g W K .
PROPOSITION 16. The quadratic form c o¨er K is Q ]Z -realizable if8 4
and only if there are elements a, t, q g K*, a f K*2 with
 ::  ::  :  :.1. c , y 1 m y 1, yt H q m 1, a, t, t and
 : 22. 1, ya represents some element b g K* with b, ab f K* and
 .  .ab, y1 s 0 g Br K .
Proof. If NrK is a Galois extension with Galois group Q ]Z , then8 4
N contains subfields L, F such that LrK and FrK are Galois extensions
 .  .with G LrK , D and G FrK , Z . Further, LrL l F is cyclic of8 4
degree 4. Now proceed as in the proof of Proposition 15.
Let
4 2 2 2w x w x w x :DC s s , r , t s s r s t s 1, s , r s s , t s 1, r , t s s .
PROPOSITION 17. The quadratic form c is DC-realizable o¨er K if and
only if there are elements a, b, c, t g K* with
 ::1. c , y 1, y1, yabc, yt and
2  .  .  .2. a, b, c f K* and a, b s c, c g Br K .
w xProof. We use the notation of 17, Theorem 2.A , where an explicit
construction of a DC-extension is given. Let LrK be a Galois extension
’ ’ ’ .with Galois group DC and let K a , b , c rK be an extension of
 2 :degree 8 contained in L. Then H [ s , s (s , s (s , Q and DCc c a c b 8
s : s , s : Hb b c ’ :  .s H, s . Set K [ L and K s L . Then K abc s L , L sb 3 2’ ’ ’ .  .  .K abc , and K l K abc s K. Choose a g K with K s K a .3 3 2 3 2
’ ’ . .Since L s K abc a , Proposition 12 and Remark 2 give2
 :  ::tr 1 , y 1, y1, yt.’L r K  abc
with t g K*.
 .By Propositions 3 and 12 the trace form of a D = Z resp. Q = Z8 2 8 2
extension is a Pfister form.
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6. SOME CONSEQUENCES
COROLLARY 4. Let LrK be a cyclic field extension of degree 2 l G 4 with
discriminant D.
1. If LrK is contained in a cyclic field extension of degree 2 lq1, then
 :  : l  :L , 2, 2 D H 2 y 2 = 1 . .
2  :  :  l .  :2. If l G 3 and y1 g L* , then L , D H 2 y 1 = 1 .
 .Proof. 1 If l s 2, see Proposition 9. Now consider l G 3. Let F be
w xthe unique subfield of LrK with L : F s 4. Since LrF is contained in a
 :  :  :cyclic extension of degree 8 we get tr 1 , 2, 2D H 1, 1 . NowL r K
induction gives
’ :  :  :  :  :L , tr 2, 2D H tr 1, 1 , F D H 1, 1 m F : .Fr K Fr K
 : ly1  :  :, 2, 2 D H 2 y 2 = 1 H 1, 1 .
 : ly2  :m 2, 2 D H 2 y 2 = 1 . .
 : l  :, 2, 2 D H 2 y 2 = 1 . .
 . 2  :  :2 Let F be as above. Then y1 g F* and tr 1 , 1, D, 1, 1 .L r F
l’ :  :  :  :  :  .Hence, L , 2 m F D H 1, 1 m F , 1, D H 2 y 2 = : .
 :  .1 by part 1 .
COROLLARY 5. Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group G.
 :  .Suppose the Hasse in¨ariant of L is nontri¨ ial. Then either rk G s 2 or2
the 2-Sylow subgroups are cyclic.
 .  : 3 .Proof. If rk G G 3 then L g I K by Proposition 4. It is well2
 .known that if rk G s 1 and G is a 2-group then G is either cyclic or a2
 w x.generalized quaternion group see 11, 5.4.10 . We know from Corollary 3
 : 3 .that L g I K if LrK is a Galois extension with generalized quater-
nion group as its Galois group.
We determined the Hasse invariant of the trace form of a cyclic
extension of degree 8 without Serre's formula. Using induction we are able
to extend this method to all cyclic field extensions of degree 2 l G 8. Let
LrK be a cyclic field extension of degree 2 lq1 G 16 with discriminant D.
’ .Set F [ K D . Let d g F* be the discriminant of LrF and set w [
 :  :  .  :2, 2d H 6 = 1 g W F . Then by the induction hypothesis tr 1 'L r F
3 . w x  : 3 .w mod I F . From 2, Satz 3.3 we get L ' tr w mod I K . NowFr K
 :  :  :  :tr w , tr 2, 2d H 6 = 2, 2 D , 2, 2 D H 14 = 1 , sinceFr K Fr K ’ :  .tr 2, 2d is the trace form of the cyclic extension F d rK of de-Fr K
gree 4 and by Proposition 9.
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COROLLARY 6. Let K be a field with y1 g K*2 and let LrK be a Galois
extension.
 .1. If G LrK contains a nonabelian group of order 8, then
 :L ; 0 g W K . .
2. Let LrK be a nonabelian extension of degree 16. Then
 :L ; 0 g W K .
 .  .  .  .  :  ::if G LrK ` M 16 . If G LrK , M 16 , then L ; 2, a .
 .Proof. Let H - G LrK be a nonabelian subgroup of order 8. Since
 :  H .  .HH , D , Q we get tr 1 ; 0 g W L from Proposition 12. M 16 ,8 8 L r L
Q ]Z , D ]Z are the only nonabelian groups of order 16 with abelian8 4 8 4
subgroups of order 8 only. Apply Propositions 15, 16 in these cases.
7. ON TRACE FORMS OF DEGREE F 31
We apply our results to the classification of quadratic forms of dimen-
sion F 31 which are trace forms of Galois extensions with prescribed
w xGalois group. In 21 we find a list of all groups of order F 31. We are not
able to handle all cases. By Corollary 1 we can assume that G has even
order. We do not discuss decomposable groups of order F 31 here. We
deduce from Proposition 2:
PROPOSITION 18. Let c be a quadratic form of dimension 2m, m odd
o¨er K with discriminant D. Let G be a group of order 2m. Then c is
G-realizable if and only if
 : 21. c , m = 2, 2 D with D f K* and
’  . .2. the embedding problem K D rK, G has a solution.
This covers forms of dimensions 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30. Let us discuss
 .G , S in more detail. Suppose char K / 3 and let LrK be a Galois3
 .extension with G LrK , S . Then L is the splitting field of some3
 . 3 w xirreducible trinomial f X s X q aX q b g K X with discriminant D
s y27b2 y 4a3 g L*2 y K*2. Suppose y3D f K*2. Then ab / 0. Set
3 2 2 w xF X , T [ X y 3 3DT q 1 X y 2 3DT q 1 g K T X . .  .  .  .
 .  . 2Then F X, T is irreducible and has discriminant D mod K T * . We get
 .  .3 .y3   .y1  2 .y1 .f X s 3b 2 a ? F 2 a 3b X, 3 b . Hence, f is a specialization
 .of F X, T . We conclude:
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 .COROLLARY 7. Let K be a Hilbertian field with char K / 3, c a
quadratic form of dimension 6 o¨er K with discriminant D. Then c is
2  :S -realizable if D f K* and c , 3 = 2, 2 D .3
’  . .Hence, the solvability of the embedding problem K D rK, S does3
not provide any further restriction on c .
Let us consider another example. Let K be a local field such that the
residue class field has characteristic / 3. Then any nonnormal extension
of degree 3 is tamely ramified. Hence S is a Galois group over K iff K3
does not contain the third roots of unity, i.e., iff y3 f K*2. We conclude
 : 2that c is S -realizable iff c , 3 = 2, y6 and y3 f K* .3
Let us now consider forms of dimension 12. There are five different
groups of order 12, two of which have a cyclic 2-Sylow subgroup, further,
Z = Z , Z = S , and A . We only consider A .2 6 2 3 4 4
PROPOSITION 19. A quadratic form of dimension 12 o¨er K is A -realiz-4
w xable if and only if there is an irreducible polynomial f g K X of degree 4
 w x  .:with Galois group A and c , 3 = K X r f . In particular, c , 3 =4
 ::y a, yb for some a, b g K*.
 .Let K be a Hilbertian field with char K s 0. Then c is A -realizable iff4
 ::c , 3 = y a, yb for some a, b g K*.
Proof. Let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group A . Let4
 . w xF s K a be an intermediate field of LrK with F : K s 4. Then L is a
 :splitting field of the minimal polynomial of a over K. Further, L , 3 =
 :  :  ::F . From Lemma 1 we get L , 3 = y a, yb for some a, b g K*.
w xIf K is Hilbertian apply 8, Theorem 1, and Theorem 3 .
Let n s 20, 28. Then n s 4 p for some prime p ) 3. From Sylow theory
we get
LEMMA 3. Let G be a group of order 4 p, p ) 3 a prime. Then G has a
unique p-Sylow subgroup G . Further, G is the semidirect product G i Gp p a 2
 .of G with a 2-Sylow subgroup G , where a : G ª Aut G is a homomor-p 2 2 p
phism.
If p ' 1 mod 4, then there are fi¨ e types of groups, if p ' 3 mod 4 then
there are four types of groups of order 4 p. In both cases the dihedral group D4 p
is the unique nonabelian group of order 4 p with noncyclic 2-Sylow subgroup.
PROPOSITION 20. Let p ) 3 be a prime. The quadratic form c is D -real-4 p
izable iff there are elements a, b g K*, linearly independent mod K*2 with
 ::1. c , p = y a, yb and
’ ’  . .2. K a , b rK, D has a solution.4 p
 w x.There are 15 groups of order 24 see 21 , three of which are abelian.
Further, six nonabelian groups are decomposable. There are the two
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semidirect products Z i Z and Z i D , both having a unique 3-Sylow3 8 3 8
subgroup. The dihedral group and the dicyclic group of order 24 both have
a unique 3-Sylow subgroup. Apply Proposition 2 in these cases. It remains
 .to consider SL F and S .2 3 4
PROPOSITION 21. Let q be a prime power with q ' "3 mod 8. Then the
 .   2 . . quadratic form c is SL F -realizable iff c , q q y 1 r8 = y 1,2 q
::  .y1, yt for some t g K* and SL F is a Galois group o¨er K.2 q
 .Proof. The 2-Sylow subgroup of SL F is a quaternion group of order2 q
 w x.8 see 11, Chap. 2, Theorem 8.3 . Let LrK be a Galois extension with
 .Galois group SL F and let F be the fix field of a 2-Sylow subgroup G .2 q 2
 :  ::  :Then tr 1 , y 1, y1, t9 for some t9 g F* and L ,L r F
w x . L : K r8 = c for some Pfister form c over K with c , y 1,F
::  . w xy1, t9 apply Proposition 12 and Corollary 2 . By 3, 4.5.2 there is some
 ::t g K* with c , y 1, y1, t .
Since
y1 01 ª ª SL F ª PSL F ª 1 .  .2 q 2 q ; /0 y1
is a nonsplit extension we can apply Proposition 7. Then proceed as in the
proof of Proposition 12.
Now let LrK be a Galois extension with Galois group S . Since S4 4
 :has a dihedral group of order 8 as a 2-Sylow subgroup we get L , 3 =
 :: y 1, ya, yb for some a, b g K* use Proposition 12, Lemma 1, and
w x.3, 4.5.2 .
Consider a Galois extension LrK. Let G be a 2-Sylow subgroup of its2
Galois group. Suppose that LrLG 2 is noncyclic and its trace form is not
similar to a Pfister form. In general we do not get much information on
w xthe trace form of LrK. If L : K ' 8 mod 16 then G must be Z = Z .2 2 4
If G has order 24, then the classification of all these groups implies that G
has a normal subgroup of order 3 in this situation. Hence no problem arise
for n F 31. If G has order 16, then G , Q ]Z , G , Q , or G ,2 2 8 4 2 16 2
 .  wM 16 . In the latter case G has a normal complement in G see 13,2
x.Wong's theorem .
8. THE TRACE FORM OF A CYCLOTOMIC EXTENSION
AND ITS MAXIMAL REAL SUBFIELD
Next we apply our results to determine the trace form of a cyclotomic
extension K rQ and the trace form of its maximal real subfield Kq. Then n
w xtrace form of a cyclotomic extension has been computed in 4, pp. 47]49 .
We are able to give a shorter proof.
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PROPOSITION 22. Let n g N, n k 2 mod 4. Let z be a primiti¨ e nth rootn
 .  .of unity. Set K [ Q z and let F X be the minimal polynomial of zn n n n
o¨er Q. We get
 :1. K ; 0, if n ' 0 mod 4 and if n has at least three distinct primen
di¨ isors,
 :  :  : r s2. K ; p, y1 m q, y1 , if n s p q ' 1 mod 2 with r, s G 1,n
 :  . ry1:  : r3. K ; y1 m p, y1 , if n s p ' 1 mod 2, r G 1.n
l  . ly1  . 2 ly 1Proof. Case 1. n s 2 G 4. Then w n s 2 and F X s X q 1.n
 : w xHence, K ; 0 by 4, III,4.1 .n
Case 2. n s pr, p / 2, r G 1. Then K rQ is a subextension of K rQp n
w x ry1  : ry1with K : K s p ' 1 mod 2. Hence by Proposition 1 K , p =n p n
 : p  .  .K . Now X y 1 s X y 1 F X givesp p
 : p  :  :  : :  :w x w xp ; Q X r X y 1 , Q X r X y 1 H K , 1 H K . .  . p p
 :  :Thus K ; p, y1 .p
Case 3. n s pe1 ??? pet, e , . . . , e G 1. Then K s K e ??? K e and1 t1 t 1 t n p p1 t
 : t  :e e eK l  K s Q gives K , m K . If n is even, theni j ip i/ j p n pis1i j i
 :  .  : t .K ; 0 by case 1 . If t G 3, then K g I Q by Proposition 4. Wen n
 :further know sign K s 0.n
Next we consider the trace form of KqrQ.n
 . ePROPOSITION 23. Set m [ w n r2 \ 2 m with m odd. Let t be the0 0
number of odd prime di¨ isors of n. Then the trace form of the maximal real
subfield Kq inside K o¨er Q is gi¨ en as follows:n n
 q:  q:  :1. K , K , 1 and2 4
 q:  : ly1  : lK , 2, 10 H 2 y 2 = 1 , if n s 2 G 8. .n
2. Let n s 4 pr, p / 2, r G 1. Then
 q:  :K , m = 2, 2 p , if p ' 3 mod 4.n
 q:  :  :K , p H m y 1 = 1 , if p ' 1 mod 4. .n
3. Let n s 2 lp r, p / 2, l G 3, r G 1. Then
 q:  :  :K , 1, 5, p , p , p , 5p H m y 6 = 1 , if p ' 3 mod 4 and l ) 3. .n
 q:  :  :K , 1, 5, p , 5p H m y 4 = 1 , else. .n
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4. Let n s 4 prq s with p / q odd and r, s G 1. Then
 q:  :  :K , 1, p , p , p , q , pq H m y 6 = 1 , if q k p ' 3 mod 4. .n
 q:  :  :K , 1, p , q , pq H m y 4 = 1 , else. .n
5. Let n ' 0 mod 8, t G 2; or n ' 4 mod 8, t G 3; or n ' 1 mod 2,
t G 4; or n ' 1 mod 2, t s 3 and p ' 1 mod 4 for all p N n. Then
 q:  :K , m = 1 .n
6. Let n s pe1 pe2 pe3 odd and p ' 3 mod 4. Then1 2 3 3
 q:  :  :K , 1, p p , p p , p p H m y 4 = 1 , .n 1 2 2 3 1 3
if p ' p ' p ' 3 mod 4.1 2 3
 q:  :  :K , 1, p , p , p p H m y 4 = 1 , .n 1 2 1 2
if p ' p k p ' 3 mod 4.1 2 3
 q:  :  :  :K , 1, 1, 1, p m p , p H m y 8 = 1 , .n 1 2 3
if p k p ' p ' 3 mod 4.1 2 3
7. Let n s prq s, r, s G 1, p / q odd. Then
 q:  :  :K , 1, p , q , pq H m y 4 = 1 , if p ' q ' 1 mod 4. .n
 q:  :K , m = 2, 2 pq , if p ' q ' 3 mod 4.n 0
 q:  :  :K , 2, 2 q H m y 2 = 1 , if p k q ' 1 mod 4, .n
q ' 1 mod 8.
 q:  :  :K , 1, q , p , p H m y 4 = 1 , if p k q ' 1 mod 4, .n
q ' 5 mod 8.
8. Let n s pr, r G 1 odd. Then
 q:  :K , m = 1 , if p ' 3 mod 4.n
 q:  :  :K , 2, 2 p H m y 2 = 1 , if p ' 1 mod 4. .n
 . q  q .  q:Proof. Let G [ G K rQ and G s G K rQ . We know dim Kn n n n n
w q x  q:  . l e1 ets K : Q s sign K s w n r2. Let n s 2 p . . . p , e , . . . , e G 1, ln n 1 t 1 t
G 0 be the prime decomposition of n. By Proposition 4 we have to study
q  q:the 2-rank of G to get more information on K . We use the followingn n
facts from basic algebra and from number theory.
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Fact I,
t , if n is odd;
rk G s . t q 1, if n ' 4 mod 8;2 n 
t q 2, if n ' 0 mod 8.
 .  q.  .  q.  .Fact II. rk G y 1 F rk G F rk G and rk G s rk G y2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
1 if and only if G , Zr2Z = H for some abelian group H if and only if nn
  .is even or n has a prime divisor p ' 3 mod 4; rk G is the minimal2
.number of a set of generators of the 2-Sylowgroup of G .
 .py1 r2’Fact III. Let p be a prime divisor of n. Then y1 p g K . . n
q q’’If n is even, then p g K . If 8 ¬ n, then 5 g K .n n
Fact IV. We further use Proposition 8. Let KrQ be a cyclic extension
 :of degree 4. Then the local Hasse-invariant H K is trivial for primesp
p ' 1 mod 4 and for odd primes p that are unramified in KrQ.
q . q  .Let K 2 be the maximal 2-extension inside K . Let m [ w n r2 sn n
2 em with m odd.0 0
l  q:  q:  : qCase 1. n s 2 G 2. Then K , K , 1 . Let l G 3. Then G2 4 n
q .has a cyclic 2-Sylowgroup. Since K 2 is contained in the cyclic extensionn
q  . w q  . q .xK 2 and K 2 : K 2 s 2, we can apply Corollary 4. By Fact III we2 n 2 n n
get
 q:  :  :K , 2, 10 H m y 2 = 1 . .n
r  q.  q .Case 2. n s 4 p , r G 1, p / 2. Then rk G s 1 and dis K rQ s p2 n n
w q xby Fact III. If p ' 3 mod 4, then K : Q ' 2 mod 4. Now applyn
Proposition 18. If p ' 1 mod 8 apply Corollary 3. Now consider p ' 5
 wmod 8. Only the primes 2 and p are ramified in K see 16, IV, Section 1,n
x.Theorem 1 . By Fact IV all local Hasse-invariants at odd primes are
trivial. Now Hilbert reciprocity gives
 q:  :  :K , p H m y 1 = 1 . .n
Case 3 and 4. n s 2 lp r, l G 3, p / 2, or n s 4 prq s with p, q odd and
q q ’ .  .  .r, s G 1. Then rk G s 2. Hence, dis K rQ s 1. Now III gives 5 ,2 n n
q q .’ ’ ’p g K resp. p , q g K . Now apply Proposition 6.n n
Case 5. Then Facts I, II and Proposition 4 give
 q:  :K , m = 1 .n
 q .  q.Case 6. Then dis K rQ s 1, since rk G s 2. Let p k p ' 3n 2 n 1 2
q q .  :mod 4. We get p , p p g K by III . Proposition 6 gives w K s’ ’1 2 3 n 2 n
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 .  .p , p p g Br Q . Extending this approach we get1 2 3
p y 1 p y 1 p y 11 2 3q :w K s p , p q p , p q p , p .  .  .2 n 2 3 1 3 1 22 2 2
p y 1 p y 1 p y 11 2 3q p p p , y1 g Br Q . .  .1 2 32 2 2
q q . ’ ’Case 7. If p ' q ' 1 mod 4, then rk G s 2 and p , q g K by2 n n
 q:  .Facts I]III. We get w K s p, q by Proposition 6. Let p ' q '2 n
q q .’3 mod 4. Then pq g K and ord G ' 2 mod 4. Now apply Propositionn n
q q . ’18. Next consider p k q ' 1 mod 4. Then rk G s 1 and q g K . If2 n n
q ' 1 mod 8, then
 q:  :  :K , 2, 2 q H m y 2 = 1 .n
q .by Corollary 4. Let q ' 5 mod 8. K 2 rQ is a cyclic extension of degree 4n
 .’and Q q is its unique nontrivial subfield. Then p and q are the only
q .  q:  .ramified primes in K 2 rQ. We get H K s 1 if l / 2, p by IV .n l n
Since q ' 5 mod 8, the prime 2 does not split in the quadratic extension
q .  . . w xK 2 rQ. Further, 2 is unramified. Thus Proposition 4 2 c of 6 givesn
 q:  q:H K s y1 s H K by Hilbert reciprocity.2 n p n
Case 8. If p ' 3 mod 4 then m is odd. If p ' 1 mod 4 then KqrQ isn
w q xcontained in the cyclic extension K rQ of degree 2 K : Q . Now usen n
Corollary 4.
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